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Abstract _ 
In short term economic reports the use of different growth 
rate measures is misleading. This paper studies the question of 
using an unique measure -underlying growth-, which should be 
smoothed and in phase with the monthly increments of thee 
corresponding variable. AII possible solutions require the use 
of forecasts at the end of the sample. The paper proposes the use 
of models to obtain forecasts¡ then the contemporaneous 
underlying growth is a model based measure. An evaluation of the 
effects of the last innovations in the underlying growth can be 
obtained by comparing its last estimation with previous one. An 
example of its application, based on inflation analysis, is 
presented. 
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1. IRTRODUCTION 
Bearing in mind the present state of theoretical knowledge 
on economic relatioships and bearing in mind the information 
available for economic facts, one finds that a short term 
economic analysis always has a subjective component, of more or 
e less lmportance, the guarantee of which ls the professional 
authority of the writer of the reporto 
This subjective contribution must be backed as much as 
( possible by economic theories which are sufficiently widely 
accepted and must also be channeled within an analysis strategy 
which can discipline it and force it to be consistent over time. 
e Likewise, this strategy must restrict the development of the 
subjective contribution to make it be carried out on the basis 
of sufficiently valid basic quantitative results, which must not 
be ignored by the analysts. Both things, analysis strategy and 
the set of quantitative basic results, contribute to increase 
the report's guarantee of objectivity, and to make it possible, 
e where necessary, to determine the final causes which lead two 
analysts of the same phenomenon to different diagnoses. 
As far as basic quantitative results are concerned, we find 
e that they are obtained from statistical-econometric models and 
from statistical signal extraction procedures, as a result of 
which these results have .been scientifically tested and can, 
( therefore, constitute the basis around which an economic report 
is built. Consequently, we shall call such basic quantitative 
results the quantitative core of the short-term economic 
e analysis. 
In this paper a methodological plan is presented to be 
followed when preparing the quantitative core with reference to 
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a specific economic phenomenon. The methodology is described by 
( basing it fundamentally on univariate models, but it is 
applicable to situations where a single equation econometric 
model is available on the phenomenon under study. Furthermore, 
( in subsequent sections the methodology developed in this work is 
referred to phenomena for which monthly series are available¡ 
adaptation to the case ot quarterly series is more or less 
e immediate. 
Section two reviews the main results of signal extraction 
applied to time series. This review points out the use and 
e general acceptance of the canonical requisite as a normalization 
condition for obtaining an unique decomposition, as it is very 
related to the controversy of employing seasonally adjusted 
series or trend in applied analysis. 
This controversy is the main topic of section three, where 
it is proposed the use of trends and the reasons for doing so 
e are discussed. In section four a particular way of measuring 
underlying growth in an economic phenomenon is recornmended. 
Section five is devoted to discuss how to assess the current 
situation of an economic phenomenon by using the recornmended 
growth estimates. An emphasis is made of the importance of 
revisions, as they permit ~o evaluate the innovations' impact on 
what is one of the most important aspects of an economic 
variable: its underlying growth. The last section of the paper 
illustrates the application of the whole methodology to the 
e 
analysis of inflation in EEC countries, USA and Japan. 
e 
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2. '1'IME SERIES DECOMPOSITION UD SIGRAL Erl'RAC'!'ION '1'IIEORY 
( The signal extraction problem applied to economic time 
series it is usually faced as one in which given an observed 
series Xt , the analyst wants to decompose lt In three unobserved 
e components, Tt , St and I t , that are related with Xt according to 
the following expression: 
Xt • Tt + S~ + I t • SAt + St • (1) 
Component Tt must capture the long run evolution of the 
observed series, and it is denominated as trend¡ St ls the 
so-called seasonal component, and reflects seasonal oscillations 
(, of Xt ; and I t is an irregular component, which ls associated 
with local oscil1ations. In many applications the trend and the 
irregular are aggregated obtaining a series, SAt , which is 
e adjusted for seasonality. 
During the sixties and the seventies many empirical 
procedures which allowed for stochastic trend and seasonal were 
( developed. Among them, XII (Shiskin et al., 1967) and its 
variant X11-ARlMA (Dagum, 1975 and 1988) are by far the most 
popular. These procedures estimate unobserved components by 
( applying different symmetric filters to the original series. 
However, they are not yet completely satisfactory as the filters 
they use do not fully depend
. 
on the specific characteristics of 
( the series being analyzed. So in the last seventies and mainly 
in the eighties a new type of decomposition procedures appears. 
Some of them are methods based on the Reduced Form model for the 
e observed data (Burman 1980, Hillmerand Tiao 1982), others are 
based on structural models for the components (Nerlove et al. 
1979, Harvey and Todd 1983), etc. 
( 
c. 
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(The differences between reduced form and structural methods 
are more apparent than real. Thus if the adequacy of the ARlMA 
model for the original series has been thoroughly checked in the 
application of reduced form procedures, and if when using 
structural methods the models for the components have been 
tested against the data by checking the adequacy of the implied 
reduced form, then both· options will lead to very similar 
results. Therefore in what follows we shall refer only to 
reduced form methods. Maravall (1987) and Maravall and Pierce 
(1987) provide an excellent overview of them. 
The reduced form method assumes that the components are 
orthogonal and given by unknown ARlMA models with no common 
factor between them. In order to obtain an unique decomposition 
'- additional assumptions are required and the so-called canonical 
restriction is employed. This restriction imposes the 
maximization of the variance of the innovation in the irregular 
model or, what turns to be the same, the joint minimization of 
the variances of the trend and seasonal innovations. This 
assumption ensures that the signal - trend and seasonal - will 
be as close to deterministic signals as possible, and no further 
decomposition in another signal plus an irregular component is 
feasible. 
From a full knowledge of the ARlMA reduced form model of Xt 
and a complete realization of this stochastic process the 
components can be estimated. In practice the true ARlMA model is 
( unknown and only a time series up to time t is available. The 
knowledge of the ARIMA model can be replaced by a consistent 
estimation of it and still we obtain consistent estimators of 
the components. With respect to the fact that the data is only 
( 
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available up to moment t, the analyst iinds that he is 
interested in calculating the so-called concurrent estimators of 
( 
the components, i.e., estimators obtained by replacing the 
unknown future values of Xt by forecasts from the ARIMA modele 
Since the forcasting errors have a non-zero variance, there is a 
real loss in precision when the future is not known. 
It can be shown that the lack of future observations is a 
serious problem when estimating the values of the unobserved 
r 
'-
components corresponding to the final part of the sample period; 
however, as one moves backward in time it becomes a minor 
problem, being almost negligible if one has three or more years 
e 
of observed data at eaeh side of the time point for which one 
wants to estimate the components. Later on when more data 
arrives one can substitute forecasts by real observations and 
( 
can obtain the final estimators of the components at time t. 
3. THE UNDERLYING EVOLUTION OF AH ECONOMIC TIME SERIES 
In order to evaluate the performance of an economic time 
series, its underlying evolution must be determined. By 
underlying evolution we understand the path along which a series 
advances, once we have removed from the original data every type 
.
.
of short term cyclical or quasi-cyclical swings and local 
" 
'.  disturbances. This path is the really important one for 
assessing the evolution of the phenomenon, since the original 
data oscillates around it in such a way that the deviations from 
e it are compensated. Therefore, at the underlying level certain 
basic peculiarities of the phenomenon, which may be difficult to 
observe int the original series, may be detected. 
'. 
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As the underlying evolution turns to be an unobserved 
component of the original series, its empirical determination 
can be posed in terms of the analysis carried out on the 
previous section. From our point of view, it must be defined in 
an operative way as the trend of the series, as the seasonal 
captures annual cyclical oscillations and the irregular short 
term disturbances. 
However, the underlying evolution is usually associated 
with the seasonally adjusted series, which occupies the central 
role in applied short term economic analysis. In this section we 
try to show that this role should usually be played by the 
trend. 
In any case, there is a general agreement about the fact 
that the seasonal pattern determined mainly by institutional 
e 
factors, not related to real economic decisions, and so this 
component should not appear in the signal to be used for short 
term analysis. 
The discrepancy centers on the role of the irregular 
component: must it be considered as a part of the relevant 
signal or as noise to be eliminated? We support the second point 
of view, which implies to eliminate the irregular from the 
adjusted series to use only the trend. This proposal has been 
t 
a180 supported in Moore et al. (1981), Kenny and Ourbin (1981), 
Espasa (1984), Espasa et al (1984), Maravall and Pierce (1986) 
and Box et al. (1987). 
There are reasons that justify the separation of trend from 
e 
the irregular componente Sorne of them are as follows: 
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l. From an Eeonomie Theory point of view. 
The relationshlps among maeroeeonomie varlables proposed by 
the eeonomie theory lnvolve robust and firm signals: when 
dlseusslng the relatlonship among money, nominal expendlture and 
prlees, for example, coneepts whlch do not present any type of 
short term oselllations are used. 
As the observed 'serles also contains short term 
oseillatlons, the analyst, when he lntends to estlmate the basle 
relatlonshlp among the underlylng signals, must take aeeount of 
them. Wlth an eeonometrie model this ls done by lneludlng 
additional varlables whieh explain these short term 
disturbanees: thelr effeet and the maln relatlonshlp is then 
jointly estlmated (the pitfalls of estlmatlng the main 
relationship using prevlously estlmated slgnals ls well known 
sinee Wallis (1974». 
However, when univariate models, whleh do not relate 
eeonomie variables, are used, the only way of eapturing the 
signal is by eliminating those oseillations from the original 
series. So if the eoneepts used in eeonomie theory are more 
similar to the trend than to the seasonally adjusted series, 
there is no reason to use thls last serles lnstead of the trend 
as an operative definltlon'of the underlylng evolution. 
For sorne variables, like money, the eeonomie theory also 
poses relatlonships that involve eoneepts similar to the 
irregular eomponent: for instanee, the relatlonship between 
ehanges ln the interest rates and the non-systematie eomponent 
of money. But this does not justify the aggregation of trend 
needed for the relationship of money with nominal variables 
and the irregular - related with interest rates - in order to 
r
,
obtain a joint signal: the seasonally adjusted series of money. 
Just the opposite, since both components refer to very different 
theoretical relationships, one would like to work with each of 
them separately. 
11. From the Statistical point of view: 
11.1 The Canonical Requisite 
In section 2 it was discussed the role of the canonical 
restriction in signal extraction procedures. This restriction 
could seem arbitrary but is widely accepted: .. considering that 
the seasonal and trend components should be slowly evolving, it 
seems reasonable to extract as much white noise as possible from 
the seasonal and trend components subject to the (other) 
restrictions " (Hillmer and Tiao, 1982, page 66). 
c Thus, if there is a general agreement in the literature 
about the suitability of obtaining a slowly evolving trend while 
concentrating most of the uncertainty on the irregular, it looks 
strange that, once they have been estimated, the next step turns 
to be their aggregation in the adjusted series. On the contrary, 
if the adjusted series really deserves the central role it is 
given, then why should one use the canonical requisite to 
estimate the seasonal factors ? 
. 
11.2 Measurement Errors 
r, In short term analysis the speed in obtaining results is 
very important, which in turn implies that each new observation 
must be available as soon as possible. This need of quick 
( results can lead to use preliminary data, which contain 
measurement errors. 
( 
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We must take advantage of the possibility of using a new 
observation to update our evaluation of the performance of the 
variable being studied, even if this observation is a 
preliminary one. For most series, the .easurement error 
contained in preliminary data is of a lesser order of magnitude 
than the innovation of the series, so the preliminary 
observation improves previous forecasts. 
As far as measurement errors are near white noise in most 
cases, we have that after the signal extraction procedure they 
will concentrate mainly on the irregular, due to the canonical 
requisite. Therefore, if the seasonally adjusted series is taken 
as the chosen signal, our evaluation will be influenced by this 
type of error - and it is interesting to note that measurement 
errors have a greater effect on the adjusted series than on the 
original one On the contrary, trend will remain almost 
( 
unaffected, and as a consequence the preliminary evaluation and 
the final evaluation based on revised data will be almost 
identical. 
11.3 Precision of the estimates 
1t can be argued that the adjusted series is better than 
the trend because its estimation is more accurate. This is an 
obvious result: as the adjusted series is a contaminated series, 
it is estimated with a lesser variance than a more pure signal 
like the trend. 
e 
But this fact by itself does not invalidate the use of the 
trend. 
a) For this argument to be valid, the greater precision in the 
( 
estimation of the adjusted series with regard to the trend must 
compensate the greater oscillation of the former with respect to 
e 
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( 
( 
( 
,
'-
the latter: the original series is a signal estimated with zero 
error but still it is not considered as an adequate one for 
short term analysis. There is no general answer to this 
trade-off between estimation variance and true component 
variance, and each series merits a specific consideration. 
b) Maravall (1986) shows that the canonical requisite entails 
revision errors with maximum variance. After pointing this 
result, he says: ti This can be interpreted as the price paid for 
cleaning the signal. It does not seem appropiate, however, to 
reduce revisions by labelling as signal what 1s purely white 
noise variation" (page 740). The same can be argued in this 
case. 
11.4 Concurrent versus Non-Concurrent Est1mates 
A final argument which in some circles is still put forward 
in favour of using the seasonally adjusted series is that the 
trend has to be calculated each time a new observation appears, 
whereas on the seasonal component an estimation can be advanced 
- before the real data are observed. In this way when a new 
observation of the original series is published, any user can 
irnmediately calculate the corresponding adjusted value. 
But this adjusted value is not very reliable (see, for 
example, Maravall, 1987) .. For this reason the Cornmission of 
Experts who reported in 1981 to the Federal Reserve System on 
( seasonal adjustment techniques, pointed out in the conclusions 
to their work (Pierce, 1983) that such an adjustment should be 
done concurrently. Thus we find that each time a new observation 
e arrives the seasonal adjustment must be updated, as is done with 
the trend. Consequently, there does not appear to exist any 
valid reason to justify not updating signals and making economic 
e 
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decisions on the basis of more inexact previous estimates. All 
decision-making processes must attempt to be made with the 
greatest possible amount of information, and ignoring part of 
it, when the costs of obtaining it are negligible, seems absurdo 
4. '!'HE UllDERLYIIIG GROWTH 
In discrete time evolutions the underlying speed or growth 
is calculated by comparing the underlying level in t with the 
underlying level in t-h, and the resulting value is defined as 
the underlying speed in t-u, being u=(h-I)/2. Allocation of the 
previous value to the moment t - centering the rates is 
necessary for the evolution of underlying growth to be in phase 
with the monthly increments of the original series (basic 
e growths), which we denote by mI and are defined as (Xt - Xt - l ) / 
Xt - l . For any non-centered rate, its peaks and troughs will not 
coincide in time with the main peaks and troughs of the basic 
growths, and this can be very misleading. 
In general, for institutional and climatological reasons it 
is worthwhile to calculate the underlying growth in annual 
periods, so h will be equal to one year. 
For a growth rate to be relevant in short term economic 
analysis, it is necessary for it: 
- to be related to a level signal of the phenomenon being 
studied 
- not to show irrelevant oscillations 
( 
- to be in phase with the basic growths 
- to exploit to the maximum the latest available information 
- to measure annual growths 
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- to make it unnecessary to complete the analysis with other 
growth rates 
- that its variance, not to be very different among different 
variables on which it is convenient to carry out a joint 
analysis. 
In order to achieve as much as pos8ible the previous 
characteristics we propose defining underlying growth in monthly 
variables as the growth óf the average of the sequence of the 
twelve monthly values of the trend, beginning in month t for 
which we wish to evaluate the underlying growth, on the average 
of the sequence of the twelve months immediately prior to t, 
e 1.e. 
+ T + ••• +Tt + Tt +1 t +2 Tt +11 
12e T12 (t) = ------------------------------------ - 1 
Tt - 1 + Tt - 2 + Tt - 3 + ••• + Tt - 12 
12and we call it the centered T rate of the trend.12 
The proposed rate can be interpreted as the result of 
passing through a certain low-pass filter the first seasonal 
difference of the (logged) trend. 
In order to clarify the above assertion we can define the 
rate of growth asT12 
1 
Tt +6 - Tt - 6 
T12 
1(t) = ------------------ - 1: = ~l2 lnTt +6 
and then 
, 
, 11 
1T 12(t) = T (t+j-6) (2 )12 12 
j=O 
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where 
12 
• I E Tt - ) • 100 wj (Tt +j - 12 h 
h a 1 
so lt reduces the lmportance of short term oscl1latlons lncluded 
ln ~121nTt. 
It should be noted that lf the latest avallable observatlon 
ln a monthly serles ls the one correspondlng to month t, the 
calculatlon of the underlylng growths for t, t-1, t-10••• I 
needs the use of predlctlons of level, whlch ln our case ls the 
trend, to t+ll, t+lO, ••• I t+l, respectlvely. Thls could be 
consldered as a serlous dlsadvantage wlth respect to other 
alternatlve rates; but such a relatlve dlsadvantage ls not 
really so, slnce any measurement of annual growth whlch ls ln 
phase wlth the baslc growths, and whlch corresponds to the 
e 
latest avallable observatlon, uses, ln one way or another, 
predlctlons. The proposal for measurlng underlylng growth made 
ln thls paper conslsts of uslng efflclent predlctlons, as they 
are based on the model that generates the orlglnal serles. 
Thus we flnd that the use of predlctlons ln the calculatlon 
of the underlylng growth ln recent months, far from belng a 
dlsadvantage, ls an efflclent way of exploltlng to the maxlmum 
the latest lnformatlon on ~he phenomenon, ln order to calculate 
measurement of contemporary annual growth rateo 
Moreover, the proposal of measurlng growth as carrled out 
ls a generallsatlon of Moore's measure (1983), conslstlng of 
measurlng growth by comparlng the value observed ln t wlth the 
( 
average of the twelve lmmedlately prlor months, 1.e. 
e 
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12 
T I ( t Tt _ I 12 )t j 
j=l 
Note that Moore's rate is not centered, so it is not in phase 
with the basie growths. 
Finally it must be pointed out that in certain cases the 
growth rate 12 of the trend can be approximated by otherT12 
rates, provided they are put into phase. The more usual 
approximations are: 
1) the eentered rate T12
1 of the trend, defined for month t as 
(Tt +6 I Tt - 6 ) - 1 as we have seen above. Its use implieitly 
assumes that the weighted average (2) is not neeessary to get a 
smoother lineo 
2) the eentered rate T12
12 of the original series. 
Apart from possible advantages which both from an eeonomie 
and statistieal point of view the underlying growth possesses, 
with it the important growth in eeonomie series is unified. In 
this manner, if sueh a growth is used there is no need to 
analyse a series by eoneentrating on different annualised 
monthly or quarterly growth rates. The different advantages 
whieh eaeh one of them may possess: maximum influenee of the 
present, stability, etc. are synthesised in the measurement of 
the proposed underlying growth. 
12Moreover the varianees of the T12 , groth rates of the 
trends of the maeroeeonomie series are mueh eloser to eaeh other 
than the varianees of annual growth rates on the original 
series. This approximation of varianees is neeessary to be ab1e 
to elaim that a relatlvely homogeneous growth measurement ls 
belng used on dlfferent maeroeeonomle phenomena. 
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It must be stressed that even if in published reports only 
a single growth measure appears, all the rates of growth used 
corresponding to different phenomena would be random variables. 
So they have a certain variance, greater or smaller depending on 
the series to which they are applied and on the specific 
function that defines the rateo The use of the centered T12
12 
rate of the trend contributes to get comparable measures of 
growth when comparing diffrent variables because: 
- the trend has a much smaller variance than the original 
series, and 
12
- The T12 rate entails a 
1
weighted average of the rates T12 • 
5. ASSESS IRG TIIE PRESERT SITUATIOR OF AH ECOROMIC VARIABLE 
BY MEARS OF URDERLYIRG MEASURES 
Once the quantitative results have been obtained from 
models and from signal extraction procedures, we still face the 
task of interpreting and presenting them in an homogeneous formo 
To do so, the analysis must focus on four main points: 
1) Description and Assessment of the Underlying Evolution 
and Growth 
The underlying evolution is described by presenting on a 
•graph the values of the trend of the series from t-n to t+m, t 
being the date corresponding to the last observation of the 
original series. When estimating the trend values, unknown 
future values of the observed series are sustituted by 
forecasts. 
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As far as assessment is concerned in this underlying 
evolution, we can obtain it by analysing its speed of advance, 
which is no more than its underlying growth. 
50 we find that in a short term report it will be 
worthwhile including the graph of the underlying growth, which 
combined with the graph of the underlying evolution will give 
us, in a very clear form, the necessary lnformation for 
evaluating the momentum of the series being analyzed. 
As an example, we can assess the lnflatlon in the 5panish 
economy by evaluating the underlying growth in the index of 
consumer prices of services and proccessed goods, IP5EBENE. This 
index excludes from the global consumer price index the prices 
of energy and non-proccessed goods. The underlying growth of the 
IPSEBENE calculated with information up to August 1989 is given 
in the thick line of figure 1. From this line of growth we can 
reach to the following diagnosis: the IP5EBENE lndex11 
registered a strong accelerated growth in 1988 whi~h lasted till 
the beginning of 1989. Since them this index has been in a 
decelerated movement and by now (August 1989) it is experiencing 
an underlying rate of growth of 6.5'. This implies that the 
current growth is still greater - by approximately 1.5' - to the 
growth registered at the el\d of 1987 11 
The other lines in figure 1 represent the estimations of 
this underlying growth when considering·only information up to 
different months before August 1989. 
2) Inertia or Medium Term Expectations of Growth. 
Contemporaneous growth, both of the original series and of 
its underlying evolution, depends directly upon the past level 
it is being compared with. As a consequence, results change 
-17-
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according to whether the moment of reference has been good or 
bad. 
Therefore, a growth measurement is desirable which does not 
depend so much upon the moment in the past which we are 
comparing with the presente This measurement is the growth rate 
in the long run of the future trend, which we call 1nertia. It 
is linked with the prediction function of the observed series: 
for instance, in a series with a quasi-linear evolution the 
inertia is merely the slope of its long term prediction 
function. 
From this definition, it follows that inertia is a medium 
term expectation of growth which does not directly depend on a 
specific past value. A description of how these expectations are 
evolving must be included in any short term analysis. 
Going back to the example of figure 1, where at the end of 
each line there is stated between brackets the inertia of the 
inflation rate estimated with information till the month 
referred to in the corresponding line, we can see that in August 
1989 the expected medium term inflation rate is 6.0%. 
3) Comparison of Underlying Growth with Inertia 
It is convenient to distinguish clearly the type of 
information provided by the underlying growth from the inertia 
information. Underlying growth in t is obtained, as we saw 
previously, from current perspectives. In these it becomes clear 
that the underlying growth is evolving, that is to say, it 
varies over time. 
But, moreover, underlying growth is updated with the 
arrival of new data. As unknown future values enter in its 
calculation, predictions are used instead; so, as we get to know 
-19-c 
the future the predictions are sustituted by observations, and 
the perspectives of underlying growth are revised. 
Inertia, or the medium term growth expectation, evolves but 
is not updated; with lt a characterisation of moment t ls 
obtained - the medium term growth expectations at this moment 
which is, by definition, independent of future innovations and 
therefore is not updated. 
In consequence, and since the information contained in the 
underlying growth differs from the information provided by 
inertia, it may be interesting to proceed to its joint 
assessment. Comparing present underlying growth with inertia, we 
can say if the present growth situation is expected to change or 
not: if, for example, present underlying growth is above 
medium-term growth expectations it seems logical to expect the 
former will slow down till it reaches the latter. 
Thus in the situation described in figure 1 it can be 
deduced that underlying inflation in the IPSEBENE was falling in 
August 1989, and given that its value in that month - 6.5% - was 
higher than inertia - 6.0\ -, it was expected that this slowing 
down would continue. 
In general the conclusions of this comparison are 
summarized in Table l. 
4) Analysis of the Changes in the Perspectives of the 
Phenomenon under Study 
In the report we can compare the view we have today of the 
variable - our perspectives today - with what we had in the 
past, and reach a conclusion as to whether it has improved, 
worsened or not changed. 
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TABLE 1. - COMPARISON OF UNDERLYING GROWTH WITH INERTIA 
1--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 Inertla 1 The lnertla value 1 The lnertla value 1 The lnertla value1 Present 1 ls lower than 1 ls the same as 1 ls hlgher than 1111 Sltuatlon 1 that of present 1 that of present 1 that Of present1 of Growth 1 underlylng growth 1 underlylng growth 1 underlylng growth1-------------------1--------------------1--------------------1------------------------
1 
11 1-------------------1--------------------1--------------------1------------------------11 sltuatlon of 1 There ls a margln 1 The slowdown ls 1 POSslbl11tI of a 1 
1 growth slowdown l. for the slowdown 1 tendlng to 1 turnlng·po nt ln the 1 
1 r ·to contlnue 1 stagnaee 1 growth slowdown 11
~ 1-------------------1--------------------1--------------------1------------------------Sltuatlon of 1 Posslbl1lty that 1 Steady Qrowth 18 1 Posslbl11ty that 11 
.... 
I 1 constant growth 1 steady growth may 1 ex~cted to 1 steady growth 1I 1 1 slow aown 1 contlnue 1 speed up 11-------------------1--------------------1--------------------1------------------------1 Sltuatlon of 1 P08s1bl1lty that 1 Acceleratlon 18 1 Marqln for1 accelerated 1 acceleratea growthl tendlnq to 1 acceleratlon to1 growth 1 may slowdown 1 8tagnaee 1 contlnue 
11111-------------------1--··-----------------1--------------------1------------------------1 
With the expression " perspectives of an economic 
phenomenon in moment t " ve refer to the underlying growth path 
of this phenomenon as estimated¡ it is important to remark that 
even if the perspectives in t refer to the interval (t-n, t+m) 
for some adequate values of n and m, they are calculated using 
observed values up to t. 
For instance, let us suppose that ve are evaluating the 
performance of the Industrial Production Index in a particular 
country (IPI). With information up to January 1991, ve can 
estimate the underlying evolution, its apeed and its 
acceleration for the vhole period 1990-1992: these are the 
perspectives we have for the IPI in January 1991. One month 
later the value of February is also known: if ve reestimate the 
signals and their growth for 1990-1992 adding this new value to 
the set of information, we would obtain the perspectives in 
February 1991, and so on. 
With the analysis of change in the perspectives we do not 
go into the question of whether the present situation is 
favourable or unfavourable, positive or negative, but only 
whether it is the expected one in the light of previous 
experience or if, on the contrary, the phenomenon in question 
has undergone a change, independently of whether it has been for 
better or worse. 
Put another way, with this compari~on of perspectives we 
are evaluating the impact of the recent innovations incorporated 
into the economic phenomenon in one of its fundamental 
characteristics: the underlying growth. Frequently this is thee 
innovation impact of greatest interest. 
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Returning back to our analysis of inflation in figure 1, we 
have the underlying growth as estimated in different months. 
Line A represents the present perspectives (in August 1989) and 
the remaining lines the perspectives in previous months. In the 
figure the value of the month corresponding to each line is 
represented with thick points, showing specifically the points 
for all months since October 1987 .ven if its corresponding 
perspective line is not included in order not to make the figure 
excessively complicated. From this figure it is deduced that 
inflation perspectives have been deteriorating since February 
1988 till February 1989, but since March this year there has 
been a slight but sistematic improvement in the inflation 
perspectives. 
5) Comparison of the Inertia Values Along Time 
By the analysis described in point 4, one gets an 
assessment about if in the short run the evolution of the 
phenomenum in question has improved, worsened or not changed. 
But if at time t we compare the inertia value at this point with 
previous ones, an assessment can be made about if in the medium 
terrn the phenomenum is improving or noto 
Returning back to the values between brackets in figure 1, 
inertia has been deteriorating since December 1988 till February 
1989; then it has shown a slight improvement up to our last 
observation (August 1989). 
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6. AH DAMPLE: 1JHDERLYIIIG IRFLATIOII AIID IRFLATIOII 
DIFFERENTIAL AMALYSIS 
Inflation has been one of the main problems in western 
economies from the seventies onwards. A majority of economic 
policies in recent years have had as their number one aim 
reducing inflation and, bearing in mind the interrelationships 
of modern economies, the "inflation diferential constitutes an 
important aspect for consideration in the necessary coordination 
of economic policies. 
In this context the correct quantification of the inflation 
acquires special interest. This must be calculated on the 
corresponding underlying inflations: seasonal oscillations 
which cancel each other out of the year or short term 
oscillations are not important for calculating the differential, 
as they contain no information about the basic equilibria. 
The price index that we shall use is the Consumer Price 
Index (ePI), as national accountinq data are known with delay 
and in some countries - like Spain - only annual values are 
available. So from now we will refer to the trend of the CPI of 
country i as the underlying price evolution for i¡ underlying 
growth or underlying inflation for country i is then defined as 
the T 12 rate of the cortesponding CPI trend. However, it can12 
be shown that for the price series we are considering the T12
l2 
rate of the trend and the same rate of the original series are 
very similar (see Espasa et al., 1987, for a thorough discussion 
for the Spanish case). consequently all the results for 
underlying inflation to be presented are calculated directly 
from original data. 
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The EEC CPI, excluding Spain, is obtained as the geometric 
mean of each of the member countries. ~he weights used 
correspond to the percentage ahare of theae countries within 
Spain's foreign trade during 1985. Portugal has been included 
for the whole aample periodo 
In Table 2 the aituation of the Community CPIs 1a analysed 
with information up to .·August 1989 and in figure 2 the 
underlying growths are shown. We have also 1ncluded USA and 
Japan to complete the international panorama. 
Most EEC countries showed at that time a alowdown in 
growth. Nevertheless, exceptions are - with accelerated growth -
Belgium/Luxembourg, Greece and Portugal, and with steady 
• growth - Holland. USA and Japan also presented a alowdown in 
growth. Table 3 provides a brief summary of the main results' 
from the Spanish point of view. 
Table 4 records how inflation perspectives have evolved in 
various countries from April to August. It can be seen how a 
fairly general improvement in the inflationary situation could 
be detected in the third quarter of 1989. 
Finally, Table 5 shows the evolution of Spain's inflation 
differential with the other EEC countries, the EEC - excluding 
Spain - as a who1e, Japan and USA. From it, it can be seen that 
the inflation differential between Spain and the EEC, for august
, 
1989 and estimated with data up to august, is 1.8'. By comparing 
this value with the perspectives we had in July for August - not 
shown -, it means a half-point worsening. A similar result holds 
for the Spanish inflation differential with USA and Japan. 
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.._----------------------_._-----------------
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DILE 2.- AlW.YSIS al !'III .~IOI al 'mi C'PI'S WI'1'II DIPaa1'Iar gp ti) AIIliIUft 1919 
De ac111d111Q &1DIIDOIIII D -.m t.n 
8pa1ll 81AaUCIII llettw t.bu tllat 1D J1l1y 
-..aIIY 8LIMlOIIII D CIIllM!I 2." 
81taaUCIII llettw t.bu tllat iD J1¡1y 
aLlMXJIIII D CIIlON'DI 3.3. 
81taaUCIII _ .. t.bu t.IIat 111 07_ 
U1fI'l'ED JaRQDCll at.CIWDOWlI D GRCW1'B 7.0. 
IELCIUM -
LUXmGOURG 
ITALY 
DElIMARIt 
CREECE 
PORTU~ 
IRELANO (0) 
SPAIN 
USA 
JAPAN 
IIIP~t owpued ~ Ju1y 
Acc:ELDADD CilRClW'.M 3." 
S1tuatiCIII liailar ~ tbat in Ju1y 
SLOWDOWM IR CilRClW'.M 6.0. 
S1tuat1C111 bltter t.IIan tllat 1n Ju1y 
I'lUDY GIlCAIDI 1.1\ 
81tuatiCIII wore. tba!I tbat 1n Ju1y 
8'l'EADY ~ •. 9' 
S1tuatian vore. t./Ian t.hat. in Ju1y 
ACCELERM'ED l:IlOW'1'Il 16.3' 
S1tuation wora. t./Ian tbat. 1n Ju1y 
AeCELERM'ED l:IlOW'1'Il 13.ft 
81t.uation won. t./Ian that in Ju1y 
SLOWDOWtl IR l:IlOW'1'Il 
S1t.uat1on very 11a11ar to t.hat. of 
tila prlv10ul quart.r 
SLOWDOWtl IR l:IlOW'1'Il 6.1' 
81tuaUon worl.  t./Ian tMt in Jun•
. 
SLOWDOWM IR l:IlOW'1'Il 
S1tuat1on bltt..r than t./I.t. in Ju1y 
SLOWDOWtl IR GttOI'1'II 1.9\ 
S_ 11tuat.1on al in June 
t.n I CIIlIa-. tIIat alCllldClWD 
iD pwtII w1l1 .,..s .p. 
811peG'tau.. lInlI ~. 
2.1'1 lIIIrViD ,. a1lMklwD 111 
~to_U-. 
811peG'tatiou lInlI ~. 
2."1 a~ iD pwtII
..,.e:ud to _t.1Il_. 
811peG'taU.. lInlI ~. 
1.2'1 CIluca tbat alawdGWD iD 
growt.ll .1 .,..s .p. 
811peG'taU.. M" UIproqd. 
J.I\ I '1'ban 11 8D .-zv1ll foz" 
accalcated ,rowt.II ~ ~1IIUI. 
~U.. _1D at Jaly 1_1. 
!I.6'1 '1'ban an pou1b1lit1.. 
t.IIat alawdGWD 1D ,rowt.II _y CDD-
t1ll1ll. aap.c:tat1oDa lInlI illprov.!. 
1.0'1 ateldy grClllt.b 11 apected 
~ CDDt1ll1ll. ~UCIIla _in 
at July 1..,.1. 
!I.2': Ilar'g1D for .teldy grClWt.h 
~ .peed up. atrpectatiCllla llave
_MDed. 
115.1\1 Marg1ll for accel.rated 
gruwt.tl ~ cCIIlt1Dua. Bxpec:t.at1ona 
tlav. lIIIClneDed. 
17.1\1 "",1n fer accelarated 
growt.ll ~ CCIIlUDU.. ZXpeet.ationa 
llaVe lIIICln_ed. 
3.7'1 Tben 11 DO _rv1n for 
l10wdCllllll 111 gruwt.tl to cont.1IIUI. 
vorMDiIlQ of srpec:tat1CIIII • 
!I.S'I Ilar'g1D far alCMSalln in 
growt.ll te CCIIltiOU.. axpecut10Dl 
1laV. i8proved. 
'.1\: It. 1. apected t.IIat. the 
alowdCllllll 111 gruwt.tl v111 cont.1Dua. 
BxpectatiCIIII are iIIp_iDg. 
0.'\: Marg1D far a10wdCllllll 111 
growt.ll te CCIIlUDU.. IlIqleet.atiODl 
r_1D at Jaly 1..,11. 
10) Al tIl. 1r1lh Nr1. 11 quartar1y tba ana1Yl11 of 1ta 11tuatiOD 1a updated at Ch• 
• nd of ..eh quartar. 
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'l'ABLB 3.- IB'BRRATIORAL IIQ'LATIORARY IITOATION 
Price level up to Underlying inflation lledium tena inflation 
Augu.t 1989 CPI in Augu.t 1989 .~ation. 
BBC Growth Slowdown 4.3' 4.7' 
GBRKANY Growth Slowdown 2.4' 2.2' 
USA Growth Slowdown 4.4' 4.1' 
JAPAN Growth Slowdown 1.9' 0.9' SPAIN Growth Slowdown 6.1\ 5.5' 
TABLE 4.- EVOLUTION OF MEOIUM-TERM INFLATION EXPECTATIONS IN THEEEC, USA ANO JAPAN (1) (2) 
1989April May Jun. July August 
USA ---------------------------------------------6.0 6.3 2.2 4.7 4.1JAPAN 0.5 0.6 •• 9 1.0 0.9EEC (exclud. Spain) 6.& 6.3 O 5.6 4.7 
Germany (23.2') 3.5 2.8 3.0 2.4 2.2France (27.6') 4.1 3.3 2.4 3.1 2.8 
United Kinldom (17.0') 11.6 12.3 11.6 11.0 8.2Bel.-Lux. 4.7'J 4.0 3.6 3.6 ' •• 8 3.8Italy (13. ') 8.6 7.3 7.4 2 5.6 
Hollllnd !&.3'> 0.9 0.8 0.8 .0 1.0Oenmark 1.3'> 5.7 5.0 4.1 4.8 4.9 
Greece 1 .7') 16.5 16.3 16.4 116 •• 6 16.8Portuga 13.3') 15.2 12.3 14.2 4 O 17.1Ireland ( •O') 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.7 
(1) Ireland CPI series is quarterly, so expectations and inertia 
are uDdated at the end of each quarter.(2) The figures between parenthesis are the weights of each countryin the EEC excluding Spain indexo 
TABLE 5.- SPAIN'S INFLATION DIPPERENTIAL IN 1989, WITH 
INFORMATION UP Te AUGUST 1989 
JAN FES MAR APR HAY JUN JUL AUG SEP 
1.6 1.6 1.9 1.é 1.7EIC (Exc. Spain) 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.4 
GIRMANY 3.3 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.5 3.5 3.8 3.7 3.7 2.5 2.5 2.7 2.6 2.9 2.8 2.7FUNCE 2.7 2.6 
-1.5 -1.5 -1.3 -1.2 -0.9 -0.9 -1.0UNITED ItINGDOH -1.5 -1.6 2.9 2.7 2.6 2.7 2.5 2.7 2.5 2.3SIL.-LUX. 3.1 
-0.4 -0.4 -0.4 -0.2 -0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1ITALY -0.3 5.0 5.0 4.9 5.0 4.9 5.1 5.0 4.9HOLLAND 5.2 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.3 1.2 1.4 1.2 1.1DENKARK 1.4 
-8.1 -8.4 -8.8 -9.0 -9.5 -9.7 -10.2 -10.5GREECE -7.8 
-7.3 -7.4 -7.6 -7.4 -7.6 -7.5 -7.8 -7.9PORTUGAL -7.1 2.5 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.5 2.8 2.7 2.6lRELAND 2.6 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.5 1.8 1.7 1.7USA 1.4 4.0 3.8 3.6 3.5 3.7 3.8 4.2 4.2 4.3JAPAN 
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